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  NOTE ON THE SOLUBILITY OF SOLID NON-ELECTROLYTES 

                               By R. N>rctsut 

      One of the most, useful equations expressing the properties of regular solu-
  tions is that derived.by Hildebrand and Wood" by making use of the probability 

  function of, Menke~ as a basis for a statistical treatment') of intermolecular lioten-
  tials in solution. It is 

                      R, Yi Is V / dEz ~} - / dE, ~~ ...(t) 
                         7trY,+u,Y _ v Yi 

  where E, and E° represent, respectively, the partial molal energy and the 

  molal energy of the pure solute. Y„ v and dEt, dE, are the molal volumes 

  and the energies of vaporization of pure solvent and solute .molecules, and n_ and 

  n, express the number of moles of the solute and solvent species. Since a regular 

  solution . is definedv by the relation, 

  that is, one in which no entropy change is involved. when a small amount of one 

  of its components is transferred from an ideal solution to it of the'same composi= 

  lion, the total volume remaining unchanged, 

                                                             A,'s 

  where iNr and Ps are the partial molal free energies of the solute in a regular and 

  ideal solution ; ry is the activity and N is the mole fraction of the solute in a 

  regular and ideal solution, respectively. furthermore, for a system in which a 

  pure solid component is in equilibrium with its solution, the activity is equal to 
  the mole fraction of the compopent in the solution, as is also the case in a 

  system where the ideal solubility law is obeyed. Therefore, , 

                                           

' s • 

                       Ns N, 

       t)' J. H,. ftiWebraed and S B. Waod, J. C/rnu. Phys.> -1„ St7 (tq3;). 
      z) H. Menke, Phyrik. Z 3S, 393 ft931)• 

      3) A mare rigorous slalisligl ~rea7menl of regaler solmions is given by a) E. A. Guggenheim, 
  Prof. Xoy. Sx., A 148, 3o4 It935)i b) J. G. ,Kirkwood, f Phyt.~Chem. 43, 97 It939)• 

       a) 'J•~t3. Hiltlebrand, J. Ant. Ckrm. Soc., 51,; 66.([919)•
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  where No * is the ideal solubility expressed in mole fraction. ]3y introducing (4) 

 in (t) the ,latter can be written, 

              Ns N~ Yi _ dE.. ± dEt ~ _-Y„ 7fi D' ,...>..(~)      RT in-          N: - V_ ~ Nt Yt -I-Ns Y. ~ ~ Y_ ~ - ~ p 
                    N, Y JF_ ~ dF, a  where fy,= ( ' )and D=~(-) -(! )~l ,according to Hil-

                    Nt Yi-1-Ns Ys K• Y ,t 

 delirand's notations. From equation (5) iE is possible to calculate the solubility 
  of a non-polar so]id solute in non-polar liquids from the properties of the pure 

' com
ponents involved. Often, it so happens that the values of the heat of vajltiriza-

  tion at "desired temperatures are not available or are not of sufficient accuracy. 
  Usually, data on the heat of vaporization at the boiling point are more easily 

  obtainable and more accurate... in the case of a solid, the heat of vaporization is 
  commonly obtained from its vapor pressure, making use of the realafion, 

                d In p _ Jft ....(6)                                             dT R7 ~ ....................................... 

  The vapob pressure measurements are usually more reliable. at higher temperatures. 
  From these considerations, it is here proposed to vse `-° k instead of / JE /3 to 

                                           Y Y 

  predict the solubility of a solid non-electrolyte in non-polar liquids. 
      In this palier a, the'van der Waals constant.-will be determined at Urc boiling 

 point by making use of the relation, 

a= vdE ....................................................(7) 

  where Y and dE are, in this case, the molal volume and the ener[ry of vapori-

 zation at {lrc boiiirrg point, respectively. a will be, in addition, assumed to be 
  independent, of temperature°I. a--~ at any temperature can, then, be "found by dividing 

Y 
  the square-root of a by the molal volume at that temperahtre. By the use of 

  the relation (y), equation (5) can be transformed into 

      

_ • Koran be dctermitxd from the relation, 

             dT RTr 

           which oo integrating becomes 

                  ln.wr= ~ lT -T~l -
   where er. u thcheat of fusion and T, is the melting point of the wlid. If er. ,is noe independent of 

' temperature
, it pv be ezpressed in terms of the dilfercuce of the tieat capacitio of the solid and liquid 

   wbidr ore written as a (unction of temperature, and it is treated idevtirally as above. In the colWlnliohs made 
   iv this paper; er. hoc been assmned to lx independent of temperature. This assumption involves 

   uncertainty in F-r small¢r than Ihnt doe G, other factors. 
        +* Ilddebrand used the same relation but in his wlwlntiuns a was obtained(tom thedata nl a5°C iu 

   must caso, and out at the boiling point. [see, Rel. 6; also J. H. Hildebrand, J. Am. C/rem. Sar., 57, 866 (193.1).) 
        5) This asmmptinn, though generally not strictly true over a wide rouge of temperatures, is to: a

s cisao) •
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                  N Y2 Y 

Practical usefulness of equation (8) will be further. demonstated">. -

    In the results given below, a=~ has been calculated in hvo ways-[) from 

v the solubility data of a solid in various non-polar (and some slightly polar,; as 

indicated by their dipole moments) solvents ; z) from the properties of the pure 

solid. It has been, furthermore, compared with (dEe >~ at the same temperature. 
                                       v_ 

The solid non-electrolytes taken for illushation are iodine, tin tetraiodide;-sulfur, 

phosphorous, and biphenyl. 

    Iodine 

    The solubility of iodine in SiCI., TiCI„ and CsH,Bre are taken from Negishi, 

Donnally, and Hildebrand~ ; in ben2ene, CCl„ and heptane from Hildebraad and 

Jenksal ; in heaarie from Hildebrand, Ellefson, and Beebe°l ; and in CS_ and CHCIa 

from the International Critical Tables: To calculate the ideal solubility, No, the 

heat of fusion, 394o calories per mole, a value recently determined by Frederick- ,and 

Hildebrandt01, at its melting point, [I¢.I°C, is used. This gives.Na=o.2357~`:, Molal 

volumes and heats of vaporizations are taken either from the International Critical • 
Tables or Iandolt-Boernsteins Physikalisch-chemische Tabellen. Table I gives the 

results of (dE°/I and n ~ calculated from the solubility data and from the pro-
            v_ t o 

perties of the pure solute. 

    Here, the agreement behveen (~~'"-)I and azk calculated 'from the solubility 
                                         Y• Y 

data by the aid of the relations (~) and (S), respectively, and those calculated from 

the vapor pressure, that is, by making use of the relations; 

 first appmximation good fm non•polar molecules; xioce 

                                \3 7lta)1•, r          n- NO=~m~ g77r° ~ zr" ~ ~~N°s                                          4 Dr°s 
                 % 3 

 which isindcpendent of temperntare. In [his egimfibn N° is the Avogadro's numlxr, a is thri polariza-
bility, µ= is the mezn square dipole montaot, r is the distance between the centers of molecnles whose 
radius ix r°/z. Q. O. Staler, "hdrodutNw~ to Clrruu'cd Phtuio," NicGraw-I [ill Rook Co., x939, Page 
q[t} ' 

     G) ). li. 2[ildehrand, ".tiolubilier ojNon•rkclmlyfeg " Reinbold Publishing Corporalioq N. Y. (x936} 

 
- 7) -G. R. Negishi; 1_ 22. Donnally, and J. IiC Itildebrnod, J. Am. C/rrnr. Snc., -55, g793 Qg~). 

     S) ]. fI. fiiidebrand and C. W. Jenks, ibe'd., 92, z1Ro(iyao). 
     y} 'J. H. 1[ddebrand, E. T. Ellcfwn, and C. \V. $eebe, ibid., 39, z3ot (tyt7). 

     +o) 1\. J. Trederick and J, fl. Iiildebrrnd, J.:Lu. :Cb!/A...Snl., fi0, +436 (i938j. 
      " f5ldebrand uses qr.=goto and obtains .+',t =o .ztz; see ReL 6, page r53• 

               ~.: _- -_ _- _ ~r _.._'_... - - (1940)
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    Table I 

Iodine Systems at x5°C

va_ xrv

sa~ot v ~~ ~~~}.
a,i
v,

}•

SiC4 rsr I3•rfi 7.~w t3•S~

CCIz 8.54 ~4xa 8+35 ~3.gI

1 TiQa
~s Iaoo 5.76 t.i.T

Benene goo I3•~o 8.93 I3.o3

49g z3Afi lO.dj I4a5

n-Heptane 7.4s x}qa 7.;0 r3 =5

n-Iiesaoe 6.gS t;ss ro3 t3.3o

Chlorofomi ti•93 ~3~84 ?~ zq.x9

Ce~xx 9.68 x3•z3 xo.o5 x3,5s

Mean ~3.6z x3.fig

Calculated from vapor prrssum

                              Iy56 ~ ~ ~3'yt

is excellenk 

   Sulfnr 

   The values 

are taken from

        ~ Caladated from solubility. data. 

d !n p =~ and dE=dti RT 
 dT R7

of / ds,\§   l
Y/I 

" Solubility ,

for 

~~~„

the various solvents and / dEs`§               l 
YI 
 The heat of vaporization and 

    Tahle II 
 Sulfur Systems at z5°C

-
for the solute, sulfur, 

 the density neccs-

 Solvent 

n•Heptnne 

CCIa 

Reorene 

C.S. 

Slher 

Chlomfnnu 

To]ue0c 

rm~r•.fXylenO ~zQ-~tp 

CH=Br-CFf:Br

1lfeaa

7t' ~§ 
 745 

  S.Sq 

   9,00 

  c}9$ 

  7.95 

  S•93 

 &69 

  &Io 

  9~ 

  vss

~ ,~,~~. 
     xx.; 

    =3.= 

     t x.q 

     t t.7 

   i xA 

      rz.9 
i 
      r x.6 

      r r.S 

    r3.5 

    r3.5 

     [x.6 

from vapor

r,

730

835

S.9i 

io.o7 

7.5a 

9sS 

R3~ 

Y•47 

9.65 

taoj

i 
I

 #` 
  ~'. 

 I].IS 

 Ig.ol 

 Iz.S3 

 I I•7) 

 I ].OS 

 I3.25 

 T22$ 

 12I7 

 I,/.07 

 13.87 

 1277

    

" (:
alcukted from vapor pressuro 

            

' 11'7 ~ ~ 1246 

    

' ' Calrnlsted from aolubiliry: _

II) Ref. b, Page I58.
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-nary for the calculation are from the usual sources , namely, the International 

Critical Tables and Landolt-Boernsteins Physikalisch-chemische Tabellen. The resulte 

, of calculation are given in Table IL 

    The agreement between=~ 's calculated from the solubility data and that from 
                             Y_ d

Ez }, the vapor pressure is better than that between ( ) s. 
                            v, 

    Tin Tetraiodide 

    The solubilit}• of SnI, in the solvents listed below, with the exception of SiCI, 

is taken from Dor(man and I-lildebrand'=', and that in SiCI, is from 1-Iildebrand 

and Negishi"~. The heat of fusion, 4600 cal~mole at the melting point, t4q.5°C, 
and the heat of vapnri~ation which is calculated from the vapor pressure measure-

 ments on the liquid are t-dken from Negishi"'. The vapor pressure in the tenlhert-

ture range I5o to z5o°C is expressed by the relation, 

               Log PM..=7.6571- .'-9736 - 3~9-I , 
 and the heat+ of vaporiration at the hoiling_point, 348°C, and at z5°C are 73,G5o 

 ;md r;,)o0 calories per mole, respectively. "Fable III gives the results of (dG\§                                                     v /_ 
 and -rr°    w, 

    The agreement between \~E'/~ and `d=§ found from the solubility data and 
                      v v. 

                            Table III 

                               Tin Tetraiodide System< at z5°C _

Snkem ~~ ~;
n~ ~~;

Q~Y ~}•
r.

~'~ r,

SiCI~

c:Cl,

' 7 .57 ii

S.$q

lisl

xr{~

7.6a

335

[x.zy

xxsz

Fienzene 

n-heptane 

Hther 

Chlororm 

Toluene 

m-xylene 

GIL~Rr.

nt~„I~

9~ 

745 

745 

x•93 

S.bq 

&Io 

9~ 

 Caleolatct (imn

 t t.qq 

 Io89 

 Iay7 

 Ia~I 

 ILI3 
 Ia13 

 I L6q 

 Ir:15 

vapor plessuce 
  .9:37

$•93 

7.3a 

7•So 
9•~ 
8.3a 

$.a3 

IOAS

Ii-37 

Ia74 

10.82 

2 LOS 

10.81 

20.50 

IZAi 

ILOS 

fa2a

'rte , ..

12) 
I3) 
I4)

                 ' Cnlculnted-(roof solubility <fata. 

3f. A. Ibrfman and J. H. Hildebraud, J.:Irn. -0liem. Sx., 49, 
J. R. tiildebrnnd and G. R.. Negi+hi, ibid., b9, 339 (I937)~ 
G. R. Negi+bi, ibrd., SB, zz93 . (I936)•

7z9 (i9z7)•
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those calculated from the vapor pressure is not as good as in the other two 

i systems. •I•his may be due, perhaps, to the uncertaint}• involved in the heat df 

vaporization, dtf; since the extrapolation from .the measured points is L;rger than 
in, the others. Nevertheless, the agreement is tolerably good. . . 

    Phoaphoroar~ 

    The sohibility data for phosphorous is taken from •' Solubility "0~ The heat 
 of fusion, 5R4calJP„ at the melting point, and the heat of vaporization expressed 

~' 

           

' dtr =t635o-7.to6/T, 

 are taken from Smits and Rokhorst"'. The density of the liquid is calculated 

 from the relation, 

              <t,=r.76yo5-o.ooog222(r-2o) from 45.5 to 80.6°C 

 given by IJobinski'~. This gives, assuming the equation to be valid up to 'the , 
 boiling point, r~=8r.z5cc at the boiling point, 280.5°C, and 70.42ce at 25°C. 

 The ideal solubility, N~,. is calculated from the usual relation. using T =3t,. It 

 is 0:9463 at 25°C. Hildebrand1L1 dtas used 625 cal/mole instead of the Present value, 

 584, but the difference in N•' is negligibly small. In the table only those solutions _ 

 at 25°C are given. 

                              Table A' 
                                 I'h°°ph°mus System at zs°L 

,

Snlvenl ~t.,~= ~~.,~ t. _,.
~

e

Bevxne

Ether
y.oo tq.7o 5.93

745 4;.78 .7.Sa

iq.G}

i3 83

CnlaLzted from vapor pressure

         _ t:r95 I t3.6z

  

' - s Calrnlated from solubility data 

   Biphenyl 

   The solubility .data and the heat of'fusiom, 4235 cal/mole, are taken from 

Warner, Scheib, and Svirbely"'. 'fhe molal volumes are calculated (turn the densities 

;riven by Montillon, Rohrbach, and Badger10'. There is no reliable value for the 
heat of vafwrization, so that a number of values of the heat of vapori~ltion have 

    15) Ref, fi, page i63: 
     [6) A. Smits and S. G. ]bkbnrst, Z. pgjai.F. Chan., 91, zq9 f[gr6)• 

    17) 1Mbinski;.L, P.Syrik., 83, [zy ([935).. 
     tS) J. U. Warner, $. C. Scheib, and-\\C J: Svirbely, J. C/um. Phyn,. Y, 590 ([93M1)• 

     ty) C. R. 3lnntillon, K. L Rohrbnch, and W. 7» Aadgep Ind. F.r;. Cheng Y3. 763 (t93[}
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been calculated from the vapor pressure measurements found in the literature. 

are plotted as in fig. i, and the value chosen is i 1,8000 cal/mole. at the

IS

,: x6 
0 

X U 
O 
~~ C 

ti 

Q

I2

m

3I 
a

~ ~ Sa~~

,~,,. , 

~o-o- .

Wu L.. k.of~cM ~mbEey 
    rcs /e 

M1,I~IYnr MrOx1..aN 
 Btl)ee. 9t1 ~9 

Lm IwltAt~ 4/ $0 

Y.1%atrona Cwl Wl.f 

a.2P1 (SOS!'

  100 I50, ZOOD 250 
            r•.y. I 

 solubility has been calculated 

- 274 +4 .33 log T- to.2996.   7` 
         'PaUle V 

   Aipheny] tiystoms nt q5°C

goo Temp.°C 

 from the

Ton No. 

   taa 

 Thev 

boiling

6 (1940)

ilomt, The 

log

so 

ideal 

Na=

relation's'

Snlceoi
~~1 S

1~

dA. ~

V,
-}
{~

~:
Y.

Rennene 3.St io.i5 8.79 taI3

9.66 v.6i 9.66 ac6t

l:Clt Sd4 m.z9 x.zc xao5

n•Hepxane 7•w 9.65 o.9s 937

Meao loll ~aa6

Cxltulated from vapor 

 6'

pressare

                                        10.1 I 9s7
                             ' C'.alntlated from solubility datn. 

     zo) hiontillon, Rohrbach, and Rndger give z553°~%. While A. Di. Iasimteacry 
ruiq 8, t9 (1937) ~ Gtenr..lbrtr., 33, 7634 (1936)) gives z5;.7 when akulated. from. 
equation (pmlmbly the one given below; we were unable to get the origirial), 

              log r =4576- (~+2jO)- (from 250°C tn.goo°C). 
'InChcro . Abats. anA in' Chem. Zentr., r938 T, 1105 the equation i' erroneously given 

                  I"g P°4576+aa3.3(t}a3o) and , 

                   log P°4576+ zz[3.3                            (
[}zp)' . 

respectively: the International Critical Tables, . 711,. 347 (tya>T) gives z5q.y°C.

(Xhim ilartinoitrn 
his vapor pmssure 

n~ . 

i
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'Plie 
results of, \dEs/a ahe `rte? obtained arc shown in Table V. 

                      Ys .v 
    dEsl}and ~} in these systems are at 45°C, but the results are just as    ~w_% Y, . , satisfactory as at zs°C~ expected. In this case, \dE==)~ is in better agreement 

v than ~}. If, however, dt~ would be [q,3ooo instead of 7[,800 or a difference of 
    Yp 

z5oo calories, yk would be [o.z6, just the value found from solubility; or if dti 
is [ 38zo (a difference of -2000 cal.) the difference between the. ~ 's calculated 

v from the solubility data and the valwr pressure will be the same as tint behveen 

the (d~=)~'s. Uncertainty in the value of dit to this amount is entirely reason-

       

. 4+_ 
able. , 

    From the results of the tables we conclude that (a) if we have a several 
values of \d~°/b or a-ed determined from solubility, we can, then, predict with 

            Ys Y 

satisfactory accuracy the solubility of the solute in other non-polar liquids; (b) 
`_~ calculated from the energy of vaporization, employing the relation,  Y_= 

              • a=YdE, ~ 
can predict with fair satisfaction the solubility of a solid no[t-electrolyte in non-

jtolar liquids ; (c) the assumption that a is independent of temperahue is reasonable; 
as far as the solubility of solid non-electrolyes in non-polar (or slightly polar) 
liquids is concerned ; (d) in a qualitative manner, the applicability of the relation, 
a=YdE, and the considerafion of .(c) show that the change in the energy of 
vaporization is proportional to that of tfte volume"t. 

    Since the. available data on the heat of vaporizaflon are more abundant :it the 
boiling point, and the vapor pressure measurement are relatively more accurate at 
higher. temperatures, we helieve that to calculate ~ proves more useful than 
 d~ § Y 
(-v) in man}- cases, and it can predict the solubility of a solid non-electroyur 
in non-polar liquids equally well as-if not better than (`fE);. 

Y 

                       Summary. 

 dE: ~ the square root of the energy of vaporization per volume and a=~ . the 

 y,~ r. 
square root of the van der Waals constant, determined at the boiling point, divided 

by the molal volume of solid non-electolytes, iodine, stannic iodide, phosphonis, 

sulfur, and biphenyl in a number of non-polar and slightly polar solvents have been 

     zr) J. H. FjildeLrnnd, J. C.6em. Pltvs., T. r ([939)•

s ctsaol
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 calculated from the solubility data and fmm •thc physical. properties of the pure 

 components involved. 

     The agreement of (dE°>} and "=~ tiehveen those calculated from the solubiti-
                         Y Y_. 

 ty data and from . the vapor pressure of the pure solute his been found quite 

 satisfactory. 

     Qualitatively, the results obtained have shown that the change in the energy 

 of vaporization is porportional to that of the volume. 

     It leas been suggested that to calculate ~} rather than \dE=/~ may prove 
        ~ f : Ys 

 more convenient and useful in many cases. 

     It is the author's pleasure to aclutowledge his appreciation to Professor Horiba 

 Eor Ids interest in ttis paper 

            the Central laboratory. 

        Smdb 3lanehuria Raihmy Company, 

                   Dairen. 
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